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1. The claim that the existence of myth is tied to ritual is known as___

     	      Dream theory

     	--->> Myth-ritual theory

     	      Feitishism theory

     	      Monotheistic theory

2. A world religion that has never been monolithic but is essentially a radical 
monotheism, is__

     	      Shintoism

     	      Taoism

     	--->> Judaism

     	      Christianity

3. Confucus died in Lu and buried in a tomb at__

     	      China

     	--->> Qufushanidong

     	      Zhou

     	      Hong Kong

4. Among the Yorubas, the arch-divinities is called__

     	      Dodumare

     	--->> Orisha nla

     	      Onumila

     	      Obatala

5. __is not anthropological theory of ritual symbolism

     	      Functionary theory
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     	      Rituals of rebellion theory

     	      Structural theory

     	--->> Socio-symbolic theory

6. The Nyombe of Democratic Republic of Congo called God__

     	      Aondo

     	--->> Akongo

     	      Nhialic

     	      Mawu

7. __is not the stages hitherto in the study of African traditional religion

     	      The period of ignorance and false certain period of Doubt and Resisted 
Illumination

     	      The period of Doubt and Resisted Illumination

     	      The period of intellectual Dilemma

     	--->> The period of Colonialism and Evangelisation

8. __theorized that religion among the Hebrews and the Semitic societies arose out of 
sacred relationship with the totemic animals

     	      Max Mweller

     	      Karl Marx

     	--->> Robertson Smith

     	      Emile Durkhein

9. The claim that the existence of myth is tied to ritual is known as___

     	      Dream theory

     	--->> Myth-ritual theory

     	      Feitishism theory

     	      Monotheistic theory
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10. A world religion that has never been monolithic but is essentially a radical 
monotheism, is__

     	      Shintoism

     	      Taoism

     	--->> Judaism

     	      Christianity
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